It is commonly accepted that non-logicians have di culty in expressing themselves in rst order logic. Part of the visual language community is concerned with providing visual notations which use visual cues declarative diagrams" to make the structuring of logical expressions more intuitive. One of the more successful metaphors used in such diagrammatic languages is that of set inclusion, making use of the graphical intuitions which most of us are taught a t school. Existing declarative diagrammatic languages do not make f u l l use of such set-based intuitions. We present a more uniform use of sets which a l l o w simple but highly expressive diagrams to be constructed from a small number of primitive components. These diagrams provide an alternative notation for a computational logic and, as we s h o w in this paper, are the basis of a visual logic programming language. The rst implementation of this language and a heterogeneous logic programming environment are also presented in this paper.
Introduction
In the last years, the increasing power of computers and the improvement of their graphical interfaces has fostered the development of a new programming paradigm: visual programming. This coupled with the intense interest in logic programming in the 80's naturally led researchers to devise various declarative programming languages, as we m e n tion in the related work section. The use of a diagrammatic representation in a predicate logic system was rst investigated by Charles S. Peirce 31 . His existential graphs are a full First-Order-Predicate-Logic diagrammatic reasoning system, of great interest and a source of inspiration for our research. More recently, John Sowa developped conceptual graphs 33 , modeled after Peirce's diagrammatic approaches to predicate logic, trying to lucidate general conceptual patterns ocurring in complex formulae.
We are interested in the study of these new forms of expression within formal languages for declarative programming. Visual languages o er a di erent, but imperfectly understood, syntactic platform on which t o d e v elop declarative languages.
Declarative programming is normally done using numerous symbolic languages with di erent syntaxes. However, the majority of these languages are similar in the concepts which they employ. For example: n concat ,X = X concat H|T ,X = H|concatT,X o and n concat ,X,X.
concat H|T ,X, H|R concatT,X,R.
o are similar programs, although they are in di erent syntaxes, and both deploy the same concepts: recursion, structured terms, etc. Visual languages are known to be useful in reinforcing some parts of this conceptual description Venn diagrams are used to emphasize set inclusion; directed acyclic graphs to describe structured terms. We are interested in producing systems which support programming at this conceptual level, delaying as far as possible the commitment to speci c symbolic languages. A key practical issue is the extent to which established graphical metaphors extend over the range of representational features which realistic declarative programs demand. We study this by producing a graphical declarative programming language for which we provide an interpretation in a set-based symbolic language. Although we focus on visually presenting a computational logic, the graphical metaphors which w e employ could be stretched" to cover all of rst order logic but in some areas this would create a tension between what we wish logically to represent and the manner in which this is conveyed graphically. We demonstrate by example those areas where we feel our graphical system is most compelling or where it is most strained. The visualization ideas behind this work come mainly from two areas: diagrammatic reasoning DR and visual programming languages VPL. From VPL we borrow the experience in designing programming languages using visual syntax. From DR 6, 5 , 1 w e borrow the inspiration to represent declarative programming languages graphically. The work done in DR also emphasizes the importance of heterogeneity rather than all-purpose generic formalisms |a topic to which w e return later. The paper is structured in the following way. First, in Section 2 we i n troduce our visual syntax as an alternative visual notation for a subset of FOL: Horn Clauses. We describe informally the language by means of examples and then |together with Appendix A and B| we formalize its semantics and its visual syntax. In Section 3 we show h o w these concepts are applied in the design and implementation of a visual logic programming language and a heterogeneous logic programming environment. This visual programming language is strongly based on Prolog and in this implementation there exists a direct translation from diagrams to pure Prolog. Finally in Section 4 we describe other work that is related to this paper and in Section 5 we give our conclusions and summarise work in progress.
A Visual Logic
The visual logic we present in this paper is based on two k ey ideas:
We represent predicates or relations by means of graphical sets labeled boxes denoting set abstractions over the predicates, and the intended meaning of the predicate is described by means of graphical set inclusions box c o n tainment which denote the inclusion of the corresponding set abstractions. For example, the following diagram describes partially the predicate mortal by saying that every human is mortal:
The diagram denotes the inclusion of the set abstractions corresponding to each labeled box: fx j humanxg f y j mortalyg and can be represented also in textual form by: human mortal
We represent predicate application by means of arrows which together with boxes form directed acyclic graphs DAGs. These DAGs correspond to the structured terms of logic. For instance, the simple DAG: parent human which translated to textual form will be parenthuman |the parents of some man| denotes the following set abstraction: fy j 9 x parentx; y^humanxg where the parents y are represented by the contens of the parent box. These two kinds of visual metaphors can be combined, for instance, in the following diagram: 8x parentparentx grandparentx Note that in our diagrams each b o x labeled with a predicate symbol represents a set of elements satisfying the predicate not an operation transforming inputs to outputs as in many other diagrammatic languages.
Both representation techniques are well known. On the one hand, graphs have often been used as a means of visualizing terms, allowing them to share common subterms. On the other hand, sets o er a very intuitive graphical metaphor: Venn-like diagrams. The keypoint of our visual syntax for logic is to represent visually the predicates as the set of elements that satisfy them, i.e. the set abstractions over them. Then inclusion of these sets corresponds to logical implication between set abstraction formulas, allowing thus an intuitive graphical representation of implication. For example, the previous diagram de ning the grandparent relation can be considered a visualization of the following implication: grandparentx; z parentx; y^parenty;z The visual syntax presented in this paper is based on a customization of higraphs, a topological formalism developed by David Harel see 17 that combines VENN a f ... diagrams together with graphs. Higraphs actually are graphs where some nodes are related by a partial order relation graphical inclusion or from the other point of view, Venn diagrams where the sets are related by a binary relation, graphically shown by means of arrows. In Figure 1 there is an example of a higraph. To further exploit the properties of this diagrammatic formalism, we h a ve designed a syntax where the composition of predicates or relations can be expressed in the same way as function composition.
Variables Constants Functions
In this section we i n troduce our proposed visual language in an intuitive and informal way. In Appendix A we show the formal features of its syntax and semantics by de ning an equivalent textual language. Finally, in order to have an unambiguous and autonomous syntactic description of our visual language, in Appendix B we formally de ne its visual synt a x u s i n g a c o n text free constraint m ultiset grammar CMG 20 . We also show h o w a diagram can be translated into its textual equivalent, a formula. This grammatical description of the visual language could seem too involved for the purpose of this paper, however its necessity is clear having in mind that the next step in our research |as we explain in Section 5| is the development of a visual operational semantics.
The previous examples illustrate the two main constructs of our visual language, structured terms represented by D AGs |which w e call visual terms| and their inclusions which combine these terms obtaining what in this paper we call diagrams, representing formulas. We will show that this visual language has an expressive p o wer equivalent to that of computational logic, but rst let us consider the visual terms and diagrams in more detail.
Visual Terms
We h a ve t wo t ypes of visual terms: Element visual terms which denote individuals or elements of the universe of discourse. They are either: A circle representing a variable element. A labeled round box representing a constant element.
A labeled round box with n incoming arrows representing a function of arity n where each arrow is applied to another element visual term.
The Translation of element visual terms to textual form gives exactly the conventional terms of First Order Logic FOL. Figure 2 shows these constructs, and in Figure 3 we can see the element visual term corresponding to the FOL term fx; gx; a; y .
Set visual terms which denote sets of elements of the universe of discourse. Set visual terms are either: A labeled rectangular box denoting the set corresponding to the unary predicate named by the label.
A labeled rectangular box with n,1 incoming arrows representing a predicate of arity n, where each arrow is applied to an element visual term or a set visual term. Set visual terms denote a set abstraction over the n th argument of the n-ary predicate at the root of the visual term. The other n , 1 arguments being explicitly represented by the incoming arrows.
An unlabeled box containing two set visual term roots, which denotes the union of the sets corresponding to these visual terms. An unlabeled box shared by two set visual term roots, both containing it. This denotes the intersection of the sets corresponding to these visual terms.
A gray b o x l i n k ed by a line to the root of a set visual term. It denotes the set complementary to the set of the visual term. Figure 4 shows these constructs. A set visual term when translated to textual form give us a kind of structured term called set textual term. Let us see some examples of these, together with their interpretation as set abstractions. We can see the correspondence of complement, union and intersection with logical negation, conjunction and disjunction: In Figure 5 we can see the set visual term corresponding to the set textual term:
likesman tall which represents the set of things liked by some tall man, that is: fy j 9 x l i k e s x; y^manx^tallxg This set is represented by the likesbox at the root of the corresponding visual term. Notice that in it the binary predicate likesis applied to its rst argument, the other being used for set abstraction.
Element textual terms FOL terms and set textual terms are both rigorously de ned in Appendix A, together with their semantics. Element and set visual terms are also formally de ned in Appendix B by means of a CMG grammar. Now let us consider in more detail how the composition of predicates works for set visual terms. We h a ve t wo t ypes of predicate composition. The previous example illustrates one of them, by using the simple arrow going from the intersection of predicates man and tall to the predicate likes. This single arrow indicates the existential type of application, where we collect the things liked by some tall man, some element of the intersection of these sets. The other type of predicate composition is represented by a double arrow b e t ween two predicates. For instance, the one in Figure 5 which represents the things liked not by some man, as in the previous case, but by every man. This type of composition, which w e call universal composition, is textually represented by the symbol *" in front of the predicate to which is applied. In the previous case this will give the set textual term: likesman which denotes the set:
fx j 8 y likesy;x many g
The precise de nition and meaning of these two types of compositions is given in appendices A and B.
In Figure 5 we give some abstract examples of set visual terms built with both types of predicate composition. The representation of all terms using the same formalism, DAGs, is one of the keypoints in our visual language. They allow sharing of common parts of subterms, reducing the quantity o f s y m bols in a term. For example, a variable that appears many times in a textual term will appear just once in the corresponding visual term.
Diagrams or Visual Formulas
The basic units of our visual language |equivalent to formulas in textual logical languages| are diagrams. A diagram is the smallest complete unit of description and it is composed of various visual terms related by graphical inclusion.
The goal of diagrams is to de ne logical predicates or relations. In every diagram there is a distinguished set term called the goal set term, which is an application to element terms of the predicate we w ant to de ne. To de ne a set term we indicate which a r e i t s e l e m e n ts, giving either the elements explicitly or a set term included in it. The goal set term is marked by drawing its box using thick lines.
The inclusion of one or more element terms or set terms in the goal set term is the main inclusion of the diagram, i.e. its conclusion. Optionally the diagram might contain other visual term inclusions that will be conditions to the main inclusion. For our purpose of visual declarative programming, we only allow the conditions to be inclusions of elements into sets, not sets into sets. Therefore a diagram is a visual conditional inclusion where the conclusion is the main inclusion and the rest of inclusions in the diagram memberships are the conditions. As we s h o w below, these conditional inclusions are slightly more expressive than conventional Horn clauses. We c o u l d c o ver most of FOL by a n unrestricted use of inclusions 22 . However, in this paper our interest is not to show the full expressive p o wer of inclusions but to capture with them the core of computational logic. If we translate to FOL the diagrams in Figure 6 , with all variables implicitly universally quanti ed: a parentpeter; john^parentpeter; mary b parentjohn; eric^parentjohn; diana c parentmary; bob^parentmary; ann d ancestorx; y parentx; y e ancestorx; z parentx; y^ancestory;z f descendantx; y ancestory;x we can see some of the advantages of using a visual notation. In this visual syn-tax, predicates are linked mainly using mainly predicate composition and common inclusions, whereas in textual FOL formulas predicates are related using logical connectives and by sharing common variables. Recursive patterns are also clearly shown in the diagrams but are less evident in the textual FOL descriptions. Notice that the interpretation of the diagrams in natural language is also more direct than the interpretation of the corresponding FOL formulas. For instance compare the natural language interpretation of the ancestor diagram in Figure 6 with its corresponding FOL formula.
L e t u s n o w explore some other expressive possibilities of the visual language presented. Using the diagrams introduced in this section we can represent more complex formulas than predicate Horn clauses. For example, in the following diagram we dene brother as the sons of the same parents same father and mother. Note that in this simple formalization of brother one is brother of oneself, but we didn't want t o introduce further constructs in this example: brotherx; y parentx; z^sonz;y As this example shows, our visual logic emphasizes the use of predicates as nondeterministic functions which can be composed giving rather compact diagrams. However we can also write diagrams in a more relational style. In this style instead of the last formula we should write the following one:
brotherx; y parentx; z^parenty;z which corresponds to the following diagram:
This diagram says that two people are brothers the argument circle and the result circle of the box brother if they share at least one parent the circle shared by both parent boxes. In the next subsection we will see still another way of de ning the predicate brother using the predicate son instead of parent. This simple example illustrates how our visual language accommodates di erent styles of description: functional, relational or a combination of both. Having several di erent w ays to communicate the same information can be confusing in visual languages, as it is in textual languages. In this paper we only give a few general guidelines and it is too early to say whether the methods we use are easily assimilated by others. In practice, every diagram highlights a subset of results of the predicate being de ned. This subset |the goal inclusion| depends on other inclusion conditions, on the arguments of the de ned predicate, and on intermediate results. It is normally easiest to read a diagram starting with the goal inclusion and then working back through the conditional inclusions. In the next section we i n troduce some additional extra-logical notation, aimed at making the use of diagrams easier.
Extended Notation
We have presented and formalized a visual logic, based on higraphs and a special syntax allowing predicate composition. So far, what we h a ve de ned is enough to be able to produce basic programs, but we still have t o add some other visual extralogical elements to make it more practical. it is di cult to organize the boxes and circles in the diagram in a way such t h a t t h e intended relations are correctly expressed. It is also important t o h a ve mechanisms that allow u s to introduce secondary notation in the diagrams, making it easier to comprehend the ideas behind them. Secondary notation is extra notation that does not change the formal meaning but helps the reader to locate relevant information in the diagrams see 29 .
We n o w i n troduce an element that will improve the language in this direction: thè graphical copy'. It is a syntactic facility that allows us to have a copy o f a s e t o r a n element i n a n y place of the diagram. It consists in an unlabeled box or a circle, joined to the original set or element respectively, b y a straight line. In Figures 7b and 7c we nd two di erent examples of the use of this facility. Both present a redesign of the brother Diagram a of Figure 7 and are also logically equivalent. The rst of them uses a set copy and the second a variable copy. We claim that they are easier to understand than Diagram a of Figure 7 because the relevant information has been highlighted. Although all three diagrams are formally equivalent |they have the same FOL translation| the last two make use of secondary notation to introduce visual cues that allow t o s a y more about what they want t o formalize: the brother relation. The same can be done with the de nition of descendant see Figure 6 , which w e paraphrase in Figure 8 . The new diagram now shows separately both roles of the same circle: as an argument o f ancestor and as an output of descendant.
The last extra-logical feature we i n troduce is arrow-labeling. When the arguments of a predicate are intrinsically di erent, we need to have some mechanism to visually descendant ancestor y 2 descendantx x 2 ancestory Figure 8 : Descendant distinguish each of them. In logic textual languages arguments are explicitly distinguished by their order in the predicate, but in our visual language we do not have such explicit order. Therefore, we label the arrows arriving to the box square or rounded box |in this case with natural numbers and textual labels| identifying the argument associated to the arrow and giving its relative position. In Figure 9 there is an example of this feature: the functions disj and rule in diagrams c,d
and e have been labeled in order to distinguish the arguments.
Towards Visual Logic Programs
In this section we will present our rst attempt to devise, based on the visual logic of last section, a visual logic programming language and a visual logic programming environment. First, we s k etch the necessary syntactic and semantic modi cations to obtain a logic programming language. Finally, we focus on two aspects about its implementation: the syntax-directed editor and the heterogeneous environment.
The Language
Our visual logic is de ned in such a w ay that it has a close correspondence to Horn clauses, and therefore, is easy to transform into a logic programming language. This is the goal of the present subsection.
To do so we introduce a new restriction on the expressivity of the visual logic. Since double arrows could lead us outside of Horn logic, we only allow |in this very rst implementation| predicate composition by single arrows. The current implementation is strongly based on Prolog. Every diagram can be translated to Prolog and then a standard Prolog interpreter is used to execute the visual program. As we will see in Section 3.3 this approach makes it straightforward to have heterogeneous programs, i.e. programs that have both visual and textual syntax combined in some way. The other main di erence from the previously introduced visual logic is the semantic treatment given to FOL terms. We will evaluate them |like in Prolog| using the Herbrand universe or free algebra of ground terms i.e. functions are seen as term constructors. Figure 9 we nd a visual vanilla" metainterpreter for standard Prolog. It has the usual cases of any Prolog metainterpreter, many of which esspecially the conjunction, disjunction and rule cases, seem clearly expressed in our visual syntax.
Finally, there is just one Prolog feature that we h a ve to take i n to account in the visual language: lists. We d o s o b y adding two new extra-logical visual predicates:
A predicate that transforms a list FOL term into a set, i.e. transforms a FOLterm that is a list into a set-term box that contains the elements of the list.
It is equivalent to the member predicate in Prolog. The following diagrams are an example of the use of this predicate: Now w e turn our attention to some aspects of our visual logic programming environment:
Syntax-directed Diagram Editing
While editing and parsing in textual languages is a well studied subject, visual languages present some di culties:
Graphical editors |in principle| allow greater complexity than textual editors. Parsing techniques for visual languages are under-developed, and some recent theoretical 21 studies pointed out that the intrinsic complexity of visual languages is also higher than in textual languages. Recently, there have appeared many commercial syntax-directed editors for textual languages. From simple ones that only emphasize some keywords using colors, to more complicated ones, which parse the text while the user is typing and do not allow Figure 10 : A snapshot of the Diagram Editor users to enter incorrect sentences. Our goal is to make the programming environment simple by building a syntax-directed editor for our visual language that eliminates the need for a parser. That is, we h a ve designed and implemented a diagram editor which directly produces a syntactic tree of the diagram in a form which a l w ays can be directly translated to Prolog.
The goal of our syntax-directed editor is to provide the user with high-level operations to draw diagrams that conform to the syntactic rules speci ed by the visual grammar of Appendix B. In Figure 10 we h a ve g i v en a snapshot of the editor, where we can see the di erent groups of operations buttons. The buttons on the left give the operations for creating the di erent types of set terms and FOL terms of our visual language. For each of them there is a set of preconditions that guarantee that the syntax of the diagram is correct. For example, when creating a union or an intersection there have t o b e t wo or more set terms over which this operation is applied. The buttons on top of the window give editing operations which are divided in two subgroups: on the left there are the buttons related to the boxes and circles, while on the right side are the ones that deal with argument editing. This second set of operations also has a set of conditions in order to ensure the syntactic correctness of the diagrams. For example, when we delete an element that has other elements dependent on it like a copy, a union, etc. then either the editor does not allow this Details of the syntax-directed editor are not important i n this paper. The main goal of this section is to show that we have skipped one of the main problems of implementing a visual language, the construction of a parser, by using a syntaxdirected editor. Since our language has a limited number of elements this editor is not di cult to construct, and apart from obviating the need of a parser it helps the user to follow the syntactic rules of the language during diagram editing.
The Heterogeneous Environment
Heterogeneous languages may p r o vide a shortcut towards e cient visual programming languages. While some programming concepts or structures have more comprehensible visual equivalents, it is usual to nd other ones that are not easy to represent visually. For example, in our visual language recursive constructions have v ery clear visual representations, while sequences do not have such clear representation. It seems helpful to be able to use in each case the best representation, and this is what heterogeneous languages allow.
One can conceive many di erent w ays of integrating visual and textual languages. In 12 it is proposed to use visual representations of some data terms while keeping the textual structures of the language. They argue that many data structures have well-known visual representations trees, graphs, automata, etc. much clearer than the textual ones. Other attemps like 13 in the eld of imperative programming introduce a new visual control structure but keep the details of the language, like data structure or simple commands, in textual form.
Our approach di ers from the previously mentioned ones in that we establish a maximum homogeneous unit, i.e. the biggest element of our language that will be written in a single formalism. For example, Barwise 5, 6 establishes the logical formula as the maximum unit and then introduces new deduction rules to integrate Figure 12 : A snapshot of the Heterogeneous Editor visual and textual formulas. In a similar way, w e c hoose the diagram and the Horn clause as our maximum homogeneous units. Since we h a ve a direct translation from every diagram to Prolog it is very easy to carry out the integration of the diagrams and conventional Prolog clauses. As we can see in Figure 11 we h a ve implemented an heterogeneous editor that can deal with heterogeneous logic programs. These programs have c o n ventional Prolog clauses mixed with diagrams. At execution time each of the diagrams is translated to Prolog and then the whole program is sent t o a Prolog interpreter. In Figure 12 we nd a snapshot of the heterogeneous editor we have implemented.
Related Work
We mentioned in the introduction the relationship of this work with the diagrammatic reasoning work of Barwise's group. The work in 16 is the starting point of our work in the visual eld. These two t ypes of higraph semantics di er in their goals. We h a ve limited ourselves to computational logic which focuses attention on simple formulas with a clear computational interpretation. Our use of higraphs focuses on inclusion as the main description element of the visual language. Also, our notation avoids as many logical symbols as possible -that is, it does not show logical operators, brackets, or to a limited extent quanti ers, but represents them using graphical metaphors. Hammer uses explicit set comprehension formulas to de ne the graphical sets. Negation is then represented symb o l i c a l l y a s w ell as implication, while we use shadowed boxes to represent the negation and the graphical inclusion to replace implication. Hammer's notation allows representation of binary relations between elements of sets using all the possible combinations of quanti ers, and it also allows us to state the emptiness or non-emptiness of a set. Our visual notation has been designed to be a visual representation near to Horn clauses and therefore all variables are universally quanti ed and existential assertions have to be done using constants Skolem constants. In 6, 4 , are found compelling arguments for the intuitions about the use of diagrams in formal reasoning and specially the introduction of heterogeneous reasoning.
There exist numerous visual declarative programming languages: VLP 19 , VPP 28 , LOGraph 10, 1 1 , GrafOLog 15 , CUBE 26, 2 7 , SPARCL 34, 3 5 , VEX 8 and Pictorial Janus 18 being the most relevant ones. CUBE is the rst visual language to use a three dimensional syntax and |of more relevance from our point of view| has static-polymorphic typing. We think CUBE is an example to follow when designing a visual declarative language, although like our language it lacks a formal semantics de nition directly based on the visual syntax. It would be also interesting to explore the use of a 3D syntax but we have yet to balance its advantages against known disadvantages see 29, 1 4 . Our visual language is strongly rooted in a set theoretical approach to predicates. And we believe this set-based syntax helps emphasize some semantic and pragmatic features of logical statements. Other languages like VLP, VPP or GrafOLog are mainly based on visual symbolic representations of predicates and of the relations between predicates. SPARCL has in common with our work the use of sets as the essential organizing technique. However, it di ers in the way it uses these sets: SPARCL is based on partioning constrains, while we focus on the graphical inclusion relation as the main construct of the language. VEX gives a visual representation for -calculus which opens the possibility o f c o m bining it with our visual syntax in order to add higher-order features to our language. LOGraph appeal is the consistent view it gives the user of data and operations on data.
The formal syntactic de nition of our visual language using CMG grammars is based on 24, 2 0 , where this type of visual grammars is introduced. Some ideas about hypergraph grammars as presented in 25 h a ve also been useful. The ideas in 32 | where the di erence between incorrect and inconsistent diagrams is introduced| have been fundamental in the design of the syntax-directed editor presented in Section 3.2.
Other work that has in uenced the implementation of our visual environment is 9, 37 where some innovative ideas on visual environments are introduced.
As shown in Section 2, the intuitive interpretation of diagrams is based on sets and set inclusion. Set terms and set term inclusions provide an alternative s y n tax for FOL that is very near to the taxonomic and Montagovian syntax for FOL in 22 and 23 respectively. This non-standard syntax for FOL possesses bene ts other than facilitating visualization as shown here. As McAllester claims in 22, 23 it has a closer connection with natural language than conventional FOL syntax and it may make rst order inference more e cient.
Conclusions and Work in Progress
The visual language presented in this paper is mainly a representation for a subset of FOL well-known in declarative programming: the Horn clauses subset. The language makes use of simple visual cues in its description: the abstract concept of a predicate is formally represented as a set abstraction and this set is graphically represented in a similar way t o V enn diagrams. The main construct of logic programming languages, implication, is visually shown as the graphical inclusion of sets.
Our implementation of the graphical language is still in its early stages and we h a ve performed only limited tests with subjects outside the development group. However, we are encouraged to nd that it allows a compact description of some standard problems from the formal speci cation literature. For instance, in 3 we h a ve graphically speci ed the example proposed in 36 . We have also observed that description in our system normally follows one of a small number standard pattern of de nition | analogous to the standard patterns of formal speci cation classi ed by the techniques editing" section of the logic programming community 7 . This raises our con dence that we can embed the language within a development e n vironment w h i c h makes it easy to use by reinforcing these standard forms of expression.
In this rst stage of the development of our language we have put our e orts on de ning its visual syntax, while queries are solved translating our diagrammatic programs into pure Prolog. But in order to have a real visual logic programming language we need to explore the advantages of using directly our visual syntax for solving queries, by giving a way to visually ask questions about a program by means of query diagrams, and by de ning visual inferences which operate on those diagrams. That is, we w ant to de ne a visual operational semantics for our visual declarative programming language. This operational semantics should be: 1 Visual: de ned mainly using visual inference rules that show h o w diagrams are transformed. 2 Intuitive: intimately linked with the syntax of the language. From these visual inference rules we h a ve to be able to see how the diagrams are going to be used to solve queries. 3 Completely formal: we h a ve to be able to prove the usual properties soundness, completeness, etc. of these visual inference rules. In 1 we have started to study the design of a visual operational semantics and thus of visual inference rules to solve queries visually, allowing us to keep track of the t r a c e o f t h e proof and being able to show di erent alternatives in a single diagram. It would also be interesting to study the de nition of a intrinsically heterogeneous operational semantics for the heterogeneous language of Section 3.3.
We are also interested in exploring other uses of our visual syntax within logic programming. We are specially interested in animation of Prolog execution using our visual syntax. And nally, w e believe that our visual syntax might be useful in other elds related with declarative programming like, for instance, deductive databases.
6 Acknowledgements Appendix A Semantics
Let us see rst the de nition of the textual syntax which is equivalent to our visual syntax introduced in Section 2. We start de ning the two di erent t ypes of terms we have in our visual logic:
De nition 1 Element T extual Terms
Element textual terms A a r e de ned as usual in First Order Logic FOL:
-A variable V = fx; y; z; :::g is an element textual term.
-A c onstant a; b; c; ::: is an element textual term.
-A functional application ft 1 ; :::t n is an element textual term, where f is an n-ary function symbol f; g; h; ::: of arity n 1 and t 1 ; : : : ; t n are element textual terms.
-Nothing else is an element textual term.
De nition 2 Set Textual Terms
-A unary predicate p is a set textual term S.
-A predicate application ps 1 ; :::; s n,1 is a set textual term, where p is an n-ary predicate symbol p; q; r; : : : of arity n 2 and s 1 ; : : ; s n,1 are either element textual terms, set textual terms or set textual terms pre xed by an asterisk,`t'.
-Given two set terms t 1 and t 2 , t 1 t 2 and t 1 t 2 are also set textual terms.
-Given a set term s, s is a set textual term.
-Nothing else is a set textual term.
The semantic interpretation of these two t ypes of terms as elements and sets respectively is:
De nition 3 Semantic Interp. of Element T erms Let A be a rst order model with semantic domain jAj and let : V ! jAj be a mapping from variables to elements.
We de ne the semantic interpretation of an element term as the function A : T ! jAj that assigns to each element term an element of the semantic domain jAj, de ned as it is usual in FOL.
De nition 4 Semantic Interp. of Set Terms Let A be a rst order model with semantic domain jAj, l e t p A be the interpretation of the predicate p in A, and let : V ! jAj be a mapping from variables to elements.
We de ne the semantic interpretation of a set term as the function ' A : S ! P jAj that assigns to each set term in S a subset of the semantic domain jAj, and is de ned in the following way: -u n a r y p r edicate: ' A p = p A -p r edicate application of a n-ary predicate p n 1, where t 1 ; :::; t n,1 are element Inclusional Horn clauses are the textual formulas of our language corresponding to diagrams, and are de ned in the following way:
De nition 5 Formulas -t 2 pt 1 ; :::; t n,1 is a formula, where t; t 1 ; :::; t n,1 are element terms and p is an n-ary predicate n 1. -t 2 pt 1 ; : : : ; t n,1 t 0 1 2 s 1^: ::^t 0 m 2 s m is a formula, where t; t 1 ; : : : ; t n,1 ; t 0 1 ; :::; t 0 m are element terms, s 1 ; :::; s m are set terms, m 1 and p is an n-ary predicate n 1. -s pt 1 ; :::; t n,1 is a formula, where s is a set term, t 1 ; : : : ; t n,1 are element terms and p is an n-ary predicate n 1 . -s pt 1 ; :::; t n,1 t 0 1 2 s 1^: ::^t 0 m 2 s m is a formula, where t 1 ; : : : ; t n,1 ; t 0 1 ; :::; t 0 m are element terms, s; s 1 ; :::; s m are set terms, m 1 and p is an n-ary predicate n 1.
-Nothing else is a formula.
After de nition 5 it is important to note that our visual language is less powerful than FOL e.g.: we cannot have certain combinations of quanti ers, and, since we can use negation and a restricted universal quanti cation on the r.h.s. of our inclusional clauses, it is more powerful than conventional Horn logic. This seems to be in contradiction with our intention of staying in Horn logic in order to ease the use of this visual language in logic programming. However, by making the closed world assumption, all our formulas can be translated to Prolog. Let 
B Visual Grammar
Now, we will de ne precisely the syntax of the visual language using a context free Constraint Multiset Grammar CMG 20 . A CMG grammar is a production-rulelike grammar that allows us to describe languages using an unrestricted variety of spatial relations between their elements. While in a textual Context Free Grammar CFG grammar the spatial relation implicitly used is that of adjacency, i n a C M G w e can explicitly determine which relations are the ones that characterize our language. A CMG has on its right hand side a multiset of terminal and non terminal symbols that correspond to diagrammatic elements, and then uses attributes to specify the spatial relations between the elements. In Table 1 are the terminal symbols used in the grammar. The visual syntax presented in this paper focuses on the connections between diagrammatic elements and on their graphical inclusions. In order to simplify the grammar we h a ve de ned special attributes and operators |shown in Table 2| to capture this two spatial relations: connectivity and inclusion. Each diagrammatic element h a s a set of possible connection points and there is a special operator $ to indicate that two elements are connected. Each term is visually represented by a DAG, but to deal with their graphical inclusions we need to focus on the root element of the term, which topologically represents the term. Finally, the pred attribute is used to construct the textual translation of the visual term.
B.1 Visual Terms
Like in the textual case, we h a ve t wo di erent t ypes of terms: set terms and element terms.
T : term ::= T : set term j T : element term A set term is always represented as a square box. When the box has a name on the upper left corner then it represents a predicate, and its arguments are denoted by its incoming arrows. Otherwise it is either a union, a intersection or a complement. 
B.2 Visual Formula
Let us now formalize the syntax of a visual formula. A diagram |equivalent to a textual formula| is composed of a goal set term and a multiset of terms arranged in a w ay such that at least one term is graphically included in the goal set term.
T : diagram ::= G : goal set term ; S i : term where 9i : S i :root G:root
The goal set term is a predicate set term which only accepts element terms as arguments and its box is highlighted using thick lines to distinguish it from the rest of set terms. Notice that now it is straightforward to obtain the textual translation of a diagram. Each visual term has already been translated to a textual term, therefore we only need to produce a formula for each S 1 G inclusion, having the rest of inclusions of element terms into set terms as conditions.
B.3 Extended Notation
This syntactic feature of the visual logic language see Section 2.3 introduces two new production rules into the visual grammar corresponding to the set term copy and the element term copy respectively. 
